**Suicide-related Internet use amongst suicidal young people in the UK:**
*Characteristics of users, effects of use, and barriers to offline help-seeking.*

Abstract

**Objectives:** The study replicates research by Mok et al (2016a & b) using a UK sample to examine: differences between suicidal people who go online for suicide-related reasons and suicidal people who do not; perceived effects of suicide-related Internet use; perceived barriers to offline help-seeking.

**Methods:** A total of 72 UK citizens (18-24 years) who had contemplated killing themselves or deliberately harmed themselves with the intention of dying within the past 12 months participated in an anonymous online survey.

**Results & Conclusion:** Suicidal young people who use the Internet for suicide-related purposes are a high risk group characterized by higher levels of social anxiety. Main purposes of suicide-related Internet use were to connect with others and seek information. Both had positive and negative effects.
Introduction

This article is concerned with suicide-related Internet use amongst suicidal young people in the UK. While there is a substantial body of research on the role of the media in suicidality (highlighting issues such as suicide contagion), research into the role of the Internet is still in relative infancy, particularly with regard to use of online venues dedicated to information and communication about suicide. Although there is evidence that interest and research in this area is growing (e.g., Recupero, Harms & Noble, 2008; Hagihara, Mayazaki & Abe, 2012; Westerlund, 2013; Mars, Heron, Biddle, Donnovan, Holley, Piper, Potokar, Wyllie & Gunnell, 2015; Padmanathan, Carroll, Biddle, Derges, Potokar & Gunnell, 2016), we remain largely unaware of how people with suicidal thoughts use the Internet, what practices users are engaging in and for what purposes, and what is helpful and harmful in these online spaces (Aleo, Soderberg, Pohl & Alao, 2006; Dulster & Van-Heering, 2006; Daine, Hawton, Singaravelu, Stewart, Simkin & Montgomery, 2013; Bell, 2014).

Previous research by Harris, McLean, & Sheffield (2009a) looked at individuals who went online for help with suicide by examining intentions to use online help sources in comparison with face-to-face and telephone. Their work suggested that those with a suppressive problem solving approach (characterised by avoidance and denial of problem-solving activities and related to social withdrawal) were most likely to go online for help with suicidal ideation. This type of problem solving approach was also negatively related to seeking offline help.
Whilst Harris et al. (2009a) assessed help-seeking intentions of individuals who go online for help with suicide, Mok, Jorm, & Pirkis (2016a) looked at the actual behaviours of suicidal people who went online for suicide-related reasons and those who did not. They found no differences between suicidal people who went online for suicide-related reasons and those who did not on measures of depressive symptoms and perceived social support. However, suicide-related Internet users reported significantly higher levels of social anxiety and lifetime and past year suicidal ideation than non-suicide-related Internet users, and a higher likelihood for future suicide with the two latter variables significantly predicting suicide-related Internet use. Both groups generally perceived the same barriers to offline help-seeking and were unlikely to seek help from any source. They concluded that suicidal young people may choose to go online for alternative methods of coping when their suicidal feelings become more severe, demonstrating the need for more online suicide prevention efforts.

However, despite emerging evidence that suicide-related Internet users may form a higher risk group from this study and others (e.g., Katsumata, Mtsumoto, Kitani, & Takeshima, 2008; Harris, McLean, & Sheffield, 2009b; Sueki, 2013) there remains a lack of consensus on what constitutes helpful or harmful online content and exchange. In another paper, Mok et al. (2016b) investigated the perceived impact of suicide-related Internet use, particularly taking into account whether websites explicitly exhibited harmful attitudes towards suicide or potentially helpful attitudes towards suicide, the online availability of information on suicide methods, participation in online communities and the perceived level of supportiveness of the online environment. They argued that the potential effects that different types of
websites may have on users has not been previously studied. Participants reported both positive and negative online experiences, even for similar forms of suicide-related Internet use, suggesting suicide-related Internet use is complex and its impact cannot necessarily be attributed to specific types of websites or online content. Mok et al. (2016b) questioned the notion of ‘pro-suicide’ websites, pointing out that there is a lack of evidence of their actual effect on individuals and categorisation of such sites as ‘pro-suicide’ are often heterogeneous and subjective (Till and Niederkrotenthaler, 2014).

Mok et al’s. (2016a & b) research involved Australian young people. They suggested that more research (involving direct contact with suicidal Internet users from different populations) should compare suicide-related and non-suicide-related Internet use and users’ perceptions of the impact of suicide-related Internet use. This suggestion forms the basis and rationale for the study reported on here, which compliments Mok et al’s. (2016a & 2016b) work by replicating their studies using a UK sample of young people aged between 18-24 years. Our study aims to examine: the differences between suicidal people who go online for reasons relating to their suicidal problems and suicidal people who do not; perceived effects of suicide-related Internet use; perceived barriers to formal and informal offline forms of help-seeking for suicide.

**Method**

**Sample and Procedure**
Participants (British citizens or permanent residents aged 18-24 years who had thought about killing themselves or had engaged in deliberate self-injurious behaviours with the intention of dying within the past 12 months) took part in an anonymous online survey. Personal identifiable information was not collected.

**Materials**

Participants were measured for depressive symptoms, risk of suicide, perceived social support, social anxiety, anticipated help-seeking behaviours, and perceived barriers to offline help-seeking (all as per the Mok et al (2016a) study):

The Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9; Spitzer, Kroenke, & Williams, 1999; Kroenke, Spitzer, & Williams, 2001; Kroenke & Spitzer, 2002) assessed depressive symptoms. This comprises 9 depressive items. Participants indicate the frequency with which they have experienced symptoms over the past two weeks (on a scale of 0 – 3: 0 = not at all; 3 = nearly every day). **Cronbach’s α for this study was .90.**

The Social Interaction Anxiety Scale (Mattick & Clarke, 1998; Heimberg, Mueller, Hilt, Hope, & Liebowitz, 1993) measured social anxiety. It consists of 20 items. Individuals rate on a 5-point scale the extent to which each item is true or characteristic of them (e.g., ‘I become tense if I have to talk about myself or my feelings’). Higher scores indicate higher levels of social interaction anxiety (0 = not at all true of me; 4 = extremely true of me). **Cronbach’s α for this study was .87.**
The Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support (Zimet, Dahlem, Zimet, & Farley, 1988) measured perceived offline social support. It comprises 3 subscales (12 items in total) assessing perceived social support from friends, family and significant others. Items are rated from 1 (very strongly disagree) to 7 (very strongly agree). Cronbach’s α in this study for family, friends, significant others were .90; .92; .94 respectively.

The Suicidal Behaviors Questionnaire-Revised (SBQ-R; Osman et al., 2001) assessed suicide risk. It has 4 items assessing 4 areas of risk: lifetime suicidal ideation and attempts, past year suicidal ideation; disclosure of suicidal feelings or intent, and likelihood of future suicide. Different rating scales are used for each item. For example, likelihood of future suicide is assessed on a 7-point scale (0 = never; 6 = very likely), whereas past year suicidal ideation is assessed on a 5-point scale (1 = never; 5 = very often). Total scores range from 3 -18. Cronbach’s α for this study was .85.

The General Help Seeking Questionnaire (GHSQ; Wilson, & Deane, 2005) assessed help-seeking intentions from different sources. Participants to rate how likely they would be to seek help for a particular problem from a list of sources. The problem is specified by researchers and in this case participants rated the likelihood of seeking help if they were experiencing suicidal thoughts. For each source, participants rated on a 7-point scale (1 = extremely unlikely; 7 = extremely likely). Help sources can also be added or edited and for the purposes of this study the following sources were added to the scale: ‘online forum or message board’, ‘online mental health professional’, and ‘anonymous online social media’. Those who indicated that they
were unlikely to seek help from the offline sources on the GHSQ were asked to select their reasons why from a list of help-seeking barriers (using items adapted from two studies Downs & Eisenberg, 2012; Cigularov, Chen, Thurber, & Stallones, 2008). There were 28 barriers listed in total.

In order to examine the potential effects of regular use of the Internet for suicide-related purposes, it was necessary to distinguish between suicidal users who used the Internet for suicide-related purposes and those who did not use the internet for suicide-related purposes. Only participants who answered “Yes” to the question “Have you, in the past 12 months, used the Internet for suicide-related reasons?” were classified as suicide-related users (where ‘suicide-related reasons’ was defined as: ‘going online for reasons relating to your own feelings of suicide, including looking for information or communicating with anonymous online partners, such as individuals whose real-life identities you do not know and / or whom you have never met face-to-face’). Four other conditional options (‘Yes, but only to find offline sources of help’, ‘Yes to communicate with offline friends only (e.g., Facebook); ‘Yes but only briefly because I did not find it helpful’; ‘No’) were included to avoid potential differences in interpretation of the question. Those who responded to any of the four conditional options were classified as ‘non suicide-related Internet users’, as were those who used the Internet solely to communicate their suicidal problems with family and offline friends.

Suicide-related users were also invited to complete an open-ended response section of the survey. There were 7 open-ended questions assessing online experiences, behaviours, and perceived effects of suicide-related Internet use. Participants were
asked to: rate whether the websites they used were ‘pro-suicide’ or ‘anti-suicide’ (or both); reflect on the ‘good’ and ‘bad’ things about the sites they used; describe their typical activities; rate whether their use had positively or negatively affected their suicide-related problems and other aspects of their life; explain other reasons for not seeking help from offline resources.

Analysis

To test for differences between suicide-related users and non-suicide related users on measures of suicide risk and perceived social support (PHQ-9; SIAS; MSPSS; SBQ-R), independent samples t-tests were used. Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for normality of each sample distribution were carried out for all measures and bootstrapped p-values were reported if there was evidence of non-normality.

Chi square tests of independence were calculated to show differences between suicide-related and non-suicide-related users on perceived barriers to offline help-seeking. To reduce the likelihood of Type I error, we carried out chi-squared tests only on a small number of barriers. These were barriers endorsed by 50% or more respondents (of both user types) in the Mok et al. (2016a) study. Specifically, these were: ‘I prefer to deal with issues on my own’; ‘I question how serious my needs are’; ‘I would not know what to say about my problems’; ‘I worry about what others will think of me’. We also ran a chi square test on the barrier ‘I worry that my actions will be documented in my academic record’ because a statistically significant difference between user type was found in the Mok et al. (2016a) study for this barrier.

All quantitative analyses were carried out on SPSS Version 23 for Windows.
Responses to the seven open-ended questions about their experiences of suicide-related internet use and perceived impact were summarised descriptively without statistical hypothesis testing. Following methods by Mok et al (2016b), content analysis (based on Zhang and Wildemuth, 2009) was used to identify and code themes from responses. Similarities and differences between responses were coded and organised using constant comparative methods (Ritchie & Spencer, 1994; Strauss & Corbin, 1990).

Ethical approval for the study was granted by the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences Research Ethics Committee at The University of Hull. Participants responded to an advertisement on various free general online resources (e.g., The University of Hull portal, Gumtree, Pre-loved, Bossfit, Facebook, omegl, Newsbeat, netmums) which was posted with the permission of relevant administrators / moderators. The survey was not advertised on suicide-related or mental health sites in order to capture both suicide-related and non-suicide-related users.

The advertisements featured a short description of the study and a link to the online survey. A Plain Language Statement described the types of questions (with examples) and the potential for distress to occur. Those who felt they might be upset by the content covered were advised not to participate. Participants could exit the survey at any point where they were directed to a list of local and national help resources.

Results
The majority of the sample was recruited from The University of Hull student portal (91.6%). After removing incomplete cases (43) the total sample was 72. Of those, 26 were classified as suicide-related users (13 female; 11 male; 2 other) and 46 as non-suicide-related users (30 female; 16 male).

**Suicide risk and perceived social support**

For this section, sample sizes were reduced to 22 and 38 as a result of additional missing data for suicide-related and non-suicide related users respectively. Table 1 shows that on measures of suicide risk and perceived social support (PHQ-9; SIAS; MSPSS; SBQ-R), data revealed that suicide-related users reported significantly higher levels of social anxiety and overall higher risk for suicide (including four areas of suicide risk as measured by SBQ total scores). Significantly more non-suicide related users in our sample reported that they could talk about problems with their family than suicide-related users.

However, these findings need to be interpreted with caution due to the reduced power and the possibility that the sample analysed is not representative of the original 115. Possibly those excluded from this analysis were more (or less) distressed.

**Help-seeking / accessing support.**
The most commonly endorsed barriers (i.e. those endorsed by 50% or more for both user types) were the same as those reported by Mok et al. (2016a), i.e. ‘I prefer to deal with issues on my own’; ‘I question how serious my needs are’; I would not know what to say about my problems’; ‘I worry about what others will think of me’. Table 2 shows that all tests found no statistically significant association between barrier and user type. However, we acknowledge that larger sample sizes may have yielded more significant findings.

**Perceived Impact and effects of suicide-related Internet use**

11 participants provided responses to 7 open-ended questions about their experiences of suicide-related internet use and perceived impact.

None of the participants in our study rated the sites they used for suicide-related purposed as ‘pro-suicide’. Most were classified as anti-suicide (n = 6) or neither/neutral (n = 4). One site classified as ‘both’.

Two main themes of suicide-related internet use were found. These were *connecting with others* and *seeking information*. Both had positive and negative effects.

**Connecting with others**

The majority of participants reported that they used the Internet to communicate with others about their suicidal feelings and that they offered a strong / supportive sense of community (including reciprocal care, help, support, understanding, advice, positive expression). For example:
‘Very nice community, and people are very quick to reply- they genuinely care’; ‘The chat can be supportive and helpful’; ‘Strong community ran by people who suffer with the same mental health difficulties… offers a deep understanding and the advice is practical and more encouraging’.

‘A chance to express everything you feel anonymously as a more creative less destructive outlet’.

Engaging in conversations with others as part of their suicide-related Internet activity had positive effects such as reducing isolation and perceived stigma, and enhancing sense of belonging:

‘It kept me thinking that I wasn’t the only person in this situation, which made me feel better’

‘It allowed me to be who I was and normalised depression and self-harm so I didn’t feel so on my own’.

‘…has allowed self to find many who suffer same problems across globe and offers a shared experience’

For some respondents, communicating with others about their suicide-related-Internet use had both positive and negative effects. Disruptive, hostile and
pessimistic commentary in online forums emerged as the main factor in generating negative effects:

‘It makes me feel better sometimes, but if the chat's not supportive because of a few people it can make me feel worse’.

‘… it was nice to see encouraging messages, and to get information on getting help, but it did get me down in the sense that everyone on there also had the same problems. It made me feel like there wasn’t a way out, as it was a lot of people feeling rough’

‘Yes – reading other people’s suicide-related stories takes my mind off my own. No – it makes me realise how much crap is in the world’

**Seeking information**

A smaller number of respondents (4) in our study reported that they used the Internet to seek clear factual information about suicide methods and about coping and therapy (1). Those who utilised sites for information on methods did not tend to perceive them as ‘pro-suicide’ rather they were described as ‘neutral’ (that is, neither advocates or discourages suicide):

‘It was purely factual based’, it purely tells you the likely effects of any imaginable attempts of suicide’.
The absence of a strongly preventive or disparaging attitude towards suicide on such sites was favoured by some:

*Personally I really liked it. I don’t feel its aim was to persuade me of anything…’*

‘Suicide is discouraged but not frowned upon or belittled’.

‘Gives all the information on methods, effectiveness, and dosages fairly clearly. Sounds odd but it treats you as an adult in a way, in that it accepts your choice…’

The perceived positive effects of reading factual information about suicide methods, described by these participants included enhancing their sense of control and autonomy:

‘…it’s comforting knowing my preferred plan and the back-ups to it. Helps feel slightly more in control of thoughts’.

‘…in a way having the plan(s) in my head now has helped me manage better in that I know I have a way out to escape my head now…’

And potentially preventing suicide:

‘I suppose a lot of the information would result in people being put off suicide’.

‘…it helped me to deter from self-immolation’.
On the other hand, perceived negative effects of seeking and reading factual information about suicide methods on the Internet included reinforcing suicidal thoughts and behaviours:

‘It could potentially influence some people who may not have had a firm idea yet in their head and give them a plan’.

‘…negatively in that it’s helped me decide on plans, but even before that I had plans and had attempted. They just weren’t as well informed’.

Perceived lack of credibility of information on these resources was also a negative feature:

‘It would benefit from professional sources at times, as it’s mostly anecdotal- so information on medication is patchy…’.

‘I don’t remember the author including where he got the sources from’.

Finally, further reasons for not seeking help from offline sources (or anyone) were reported. These included social anxiety and lack of trust and confidence. For example:

‘I think I need medication, but initiating this kind of conversation is awkward. I wish there was an online doctor, but I don’t know if I would even feel comfortable picking
up a prescription. Most of all, I don’t feel I could fully put across my feelings in a face-to-face situation, to write things down in an instant messenger form would make seeking help so much easier… just being able to be clear with my thoughts in my head and not feel rushed to speak and like I’m talking too much. I can’t cope with people’.

‘I’m scared to. It takes a lot of effort and courage and bravery, and when you feel suicidal you don’t feel like getting help from anyone’.

‘Zero confidence’.

Discussion

Characteristics of Users

Our findings are largely consistent with Mok et al. (2016a). Both studies revealed significantly higher levels of suicide risk and social anxiety amongst suicide-related Internet users when compared to non-suicide-related users. Both studies found no significant differences on measures of depressive symptoms between user types. Small sample sizes and inadequate power may account for this finding, or perhaps the way we in which we described the study piqued the interest of those with a particular depression profile (irrespective of what their suicide or non-suicide related internet use was like). Further research is needed to examine this.
Mok et al. (2016a) found no significant differences between users on all measures of perceived social support. In our study, no significant differences were found, with the exception of family. Here, significantly more non-suicide related users reported that they can talk about problems with their family than suicide-related users.

Mok et al. (2016a) found that past year suicidal ideation and likelihood of future suicide predicted whether or not respondents used the Internet for suicide-related reasons: those who reported higher levels on these variables were 1.52 times more likely to use the Internet for suicide-related reasons. However, we did not attempt to replicate the regression analysis in our study as the data set (size) did not warrant it.

We have suggested that our findings are limited due the number of missing cases and increased risk of type II error. Therefore more research of this type using different populations is needed to examine these factors further.

Both studies found similar barriers to seeking help offline. The most commonly endorsed barriers across both studies for both user groups were: ‘I prefer to deal with issues on my own’; ‘I question how serious my needs are’; ‘I would not know what to say about my problems’; ‘I worry about what others will think of me’.

Taken together, these findings lend further weight to the suggestion that suicide-related Internet users are a high-risk group and are consistent with the idea that suicidal individuals may turn to the Internet as their suicidal feelings increase (Mok et al., 2016a). So why might someone who is suicidal be drawn to the Internet for suicide-related purposes, what do they find, and how does this affect them?

Qualitative data from suicidal participants who use the Internet for suicide-related
purposes provided some insight into these questions. In the following section we discuss users’ perceptions of suicide-related content and what it means for them.

**User perceptions of suicide-related content**

Our data showed strong similarities to Mok et al. (2016b) generated from the same open-ended questions. Their findings revealed both positive and negative experiences and potential influences of the Internet. They found two main uses: ‘Communicating with Others’ and ‘Reading Information’ on the Internet. The theme ‘Communicating with Others’ also subsumed social support and reducing isolation; providing and receiving help; triggering or reinforcing suicidal thoughts or behaviours. The theme ‘Reading Information’ included information on suicide methods, mental health related information, and coping strategies.

For some considerable time professionals working in suicide prevention have been concerned with ‘pro-suicide’ websites and the question of what constitutes harmful or helpful online suicide-related information and exchange (Bell, 2014). Sites that offer factual information about suicide methods and their effectiveness have, in the past, been defined as ‘pro-suicide’ (e.g., Biddle et al., 2008; De Rosa et al., 2011). However, Till and Nierdenkrotenthaler (2014) argued that what counts as ‘pro-suicide’ is highly subjective and can vary widely. Our findings support this view.

For example, users in our study tended to classify sites as ‘pro-suicide’ if they were explicitly encouraging or glorifying suicide; sites offering factual information about methods and effectiveness (without a strongly preventive attitude towards suicide) were classified as ‘neutral’ or ‘neither’ pro or anti-suicide. Mok et al. (2016b) reported
similar findings in their study, where the impartial nature of content on suicide methods was viewed positively by some suicidal participants.

Westerlund (2011) drew attention to the instrumental scientific style used by some ‘pro-suicide’ websites in providing information on suicide methods. Such styles (characterised by impartiality and a notable absence of emotional aspects) he argues, give the sites a kind of credibility and authority in the field, which is attractive to some users. This ‘non-problem oriented’ approach to suicide, he suggests, appears to offer a way of avoiding strong emotions which are closely related to suicide (such as fear, sadness, anger). This is because it treats the subject of suicide – that is – the question of how to end one’s life - as a serious objective topic which creates a distance ‘outwards’, enabling the user to separate him or herself from the emotions attached to the subject (also making it less disturbing). In other words, these sites might be helpful for some in providing a distraction or escape from overwhelmingly unpleasant emotions and a sense of mastery and control over them.

If we consider that some suicides are driven by a desire to escape from overwhelming unbearable emotional experiences (Baumeister, 1990), the idea that having a place where one can consider impartial, factual information about suicide methods (with neutral discourse uncontaminated by emotive content) can have a preventive effect seems less counter-intuitive. As was suggested by some of our respondents, having an informed plan can help one feel less trapped.
According to Westerlund (2011), the absence of emotional aspects characterised by the ‘non-problem oriented’ approach can be seen as an expression of Western masculinity, as can the aspect of credibility and authority which was valued by our participants. Participants in both this and Mok et al’s. (2016b) study tended to prefer sites which (they felt) offered authority on the subject, with some saying sites with information about suicide methods could act to prevent suicide. On the other hand, in both ours and Mok et al’s. (2016b) study, it was acknowledged that for some the reverse could be true.

This highlights the difficulty in determining what it is harmful or helpful in this type of suicide-related internet use. The question of what is harmful or helpful depends on the perceiver. So whilst researching and reading about suicide methods can be seen as a harmful, dangerous activity (and those who use the Internet to seek factual information about methods could represent a small subgroup at especially heightened risk), it can, at the same time, enable meaningful activity for some (Westerlund, 2011). The difference in this context may depend, in part, on who the user is and whether a ‘masculine’ or ‘feminine’ mode of expression is preferred. The ‘neutrality’ and accuracy of some of the information provided on some of these sites still raises questions. Future research is needed to address these two points.

**Connecting with others**

In terms of positive effects of suicide-related Internet use, the strongest theme to emerge was a supportive sense of community and acceptance generated by communicating with others in online forums and chat groups. This chimes with Mok
et al. (2016b) and previous research (e.g., Whitlock et al, 2006; Ozawa-de Silva, 2008; Bell, 2014) which has suggested that suicidal young people can find comfort and relief in discovering that they are not alone in their suffering. These types of online venues provide a sense of community, emotional support, and a positive coping resource for distressed young people.

Our data revealed that some users found help and support for their suicide-related problems online when they did not find it in their offline lives. According to Baker and Fortune (2008), the most important feature here is friendship and a sense of belonging. These things can be life affirming: sense of belonging has been discussed elsewhere as a fundamental human need (Baumeister and Leary, 1995) and an essential ingredient of the will to live (Joiner, 2005). Owing to their unique features (such as anonymity, invisibility and accessibility), online support groups and forums may be particularly suited to the needs of socially anxious suicidal young people, who (self-conscious and fearful of social interaction and negative evaluations from others) are inhibited to seek face-to-face help.

Participant generated barriers to offline help-seeking in our study also emphasised the acute difficulties some individuals have in seeking help, and the value of online support over face-to-face. However, a strong sense of community, help and support was not always the experience described by users of online chat groups, blogs and forums in our study (and those in Mok et al, 2016b). A number of participants reported that triggering and disruptive content in these venues had exacerbated their suicidal feelings. According to Niezen (2013), this is when negative effects arise. Our findings were consistent with this.
For suicidal young people with high levels of social anxiety (who are likely to be more sensitive to negative evaluations), hostile or inflammatory comments from others online could be particularly damaging. This highlights the downside of ‘open’ communities and underscores how important it is that sites that are moderated by administrators who operate rules against unsupportive communication and remove disruptive or overly pessimistic content (also pointed out by Mok et al., 2016b).

Implications for practitioners

On the whole, our participants reported mostly positive effects of suicide-related Internet use but we must not ignore the fact that suicide-related use can go both ways. We still have very little knowledge and understanding of how information is perceived and used by others and its impact on others, or indeed how to predict who might be motivated to use this information and for what purposes. Ambiguous responses from respondents in particular highlight this, revealing that motivations for use may be dependent on current emotional state of the user and subject to frequent fluctuation: ‘Sometimes it helps, depends if I want to feel better, or feel worse at the time’.

Thus suicide-related Internet use is complex and its impact cannot be strictly attributed to specific types of websites or online content (Mok et al., 2016b). Some suicidal users want to talk openly suicide about without fear of reprisal, disapproval or unwelcome intervention; some want to have frank open honest conversations about the realities of suicidality, in all its detail. Some want factual
impartial information (for some users this can be helpful and meaningful in recovery, allowing users to separate from painful emotions and gain control over thoughts). Some want to connect with others who feel the same: this is not understanding they can get in their everyday (offline) lives, especially those who are socially anxious and more likely to turn to the Internet to seek refuge, support and a common understanding amongst those who are most like them.

If we are to increase our understanding of the user perspective (Westerlund et al, 2012) we must not be dismissive of suicide-related Internet use, nor should we view content as either ‘pro-suicide’ or ‘anti-suicide’. Our results suggest some degree of caution in assuming that sites dedicated to information about suicide methods and their effectiveness will always have a harmful or negative impact on suicidal Internet users. They also suggest the need for trained moderators on interactive sites wherever possible to counteract the negative impact of triggering disruptive content. However ‘triggering content’ can be difficult to determine, (what is triggering for one person, may not be triggering for another), making it difficult for moderators to know how best to respond in a given situation. These are current challenges facing professionals and practitioners in the online world. Increasing cohesion between user and professional perspectives requires an open-minded approach that can strike a balance between over-estimating and under-estimating the potential dangers of suicide-related content.

**Limitations**
The study was subject to a number of limitations. Firstly, the small sample drawn mostly from a student population in a single area of the UK limits the generalizability of the findings. One danger with a modest sample size could be that non-respondents differed from respondents. Secondly, the retrospective nature of the study may have introduced recall bias. Current mood states, in addition, may have affected the way in which participants responded (e.g., respondents in a low / negative mood at the time of completing the survey may be more likely to recall negative rather than positive experiences of suicide-related Internet use). Future research of this type could include a measure to assess current mood state to account for this. However, as this study was a replication of Mok et al. (2016a & b) and when set beside their findings, a number of conclusions and findings are substantiated that enhance reliability and validity of our data. More research of this type with different populations is needed to further substantiate this work.

**Conclusion**

Our findings were consistent with Mok et al. (2016a & b) and support previous research in the area, strengthening the existing knowledge base and the certainty with which statements about findings from previous studies can be made. Results suggested that suicidal young people who use the Internet for suicide related purposes are a high risk group characterized, in part, by higher levels of social anxiety. Qualitative data revealed two main purposes of suicide-related Internet use: to connect with others and to seek information. Both had positive and negative effects.
The majority of suicide-related internet users in our study reported that they used the internet to communicate with others about their suicidal feelings. Interactive online support sites and forums may be particularly suited to the needs of socially anxious suicidal young people who may find it more difficult to connect with others and seek support offline. The importance and need for trained moderators on interactive sites to counteract the negative impact of triggering disruptive content is also substantiated by our findings. How moderators can best approach this is a current challenge for researchers and practitioners.

Our findings also support previous research, which suggests that what counts as 'pro-suicide' is highly subjective and can vary widely. From a user perspective, we have speculated that sites hosting information about suicide methods and their effectiveness can be perceived as helpful or harmful, depending, in part, on whether a 'masculine' or 'feminine' mode of expression is preferred. This needs further investigation. Motivations for use (and impact and effect of use) may also be dependent on the current emotional state of the user and subject to frequent fluctuation. Therefore a more fluid conceptualisation of what counts as helpful or harmful content is needed.

Our findings are constrained by a limited sample. More research of this type with different populations is needed to further our understanding of how best to harness the Internet to prevent suicide.
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